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ABSTRACT
Objective: To examine the short- and long-term effect of electroconvulsive
therapy on verbal, visual, and autobiographical memory functions in
patients treated for a severe depressive episode. Patients were compared
with healthy controls undergoing neurocognitive assessments at the same
time points to account for normal forgetfulness and potential learning
effects.
Methods: A pre-post intervention design included patients (n = 38)
and controls (n = 16) referred to Haukeland University Hospital for
electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) from September 2013 to September
2018. Patients diagnosed with a major depressive episode (according to
ICD-10 criteria) underwent right unilateral ECT with brief-pulse, squarewave, constant current. Neurocognitive assessments were administered
pretreatment and, on average, 19 days and 6 months posttreatment.
Performance on the California Verbal Learning Test Second Edition, Rey
Osterrich Complex Figure, and Autobiographical Memory Interview-Short
Form were the main outcome measures, examining verbal, visual, and
autobiographical memory, respectively.
Results: Patients performed significantly worse compared to controls
on all measures of verbal and visual memory at every assessment
(P ≤ .001). Within-group analyses showed no impaired visual or verbal
memory function due to ECT. However, autobiographical consistency was
significantly decreased for patients (70.30%) compared to controls (82.03%)
6 months posttreatment (P = .0005).
Conclusions: Patients’ ability to acquire new general knowledge is
considered as unaffected by ECT. Deficits in autobiographic memory were
found 6 months posttreatment, indicating both an iatrogenic effect of
treatment and an effect of depression on retrograde memory functions. For
patients, the risk of this iatrogenic effect of treatment must be evaluated
against the symptomatic and potential functional recovery due to ECT.
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E

lectroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is a highly
effective treatment for major depressive disorder
(MDD).1 However, the extent of treatment is often
limited by concerns regarding adverse effects on
memory.2
Cognitive impairment is often seen in patients with
MDD and can be one of the most disabling symptoms.
The main neurocognitive domains affected in MDD
have been shown to be memory, executive functions,
processing speed, and attention. 3–6 Cognitive
impairments observed during an MDD episode may
persist in phases of symptom reduction.4
Regarding cognitive functions post-ECT, an
extensive meta-analysis7 found that most cognitive
deficits associated with ECT are limited to the first
3 days posttreatment. Overall cognitive performance
recovered to pretreatment levels within 2 weeks.
However, baseline measures, retrograde memory
tasks, autobiographical memory, and subjective
reports were not included.7 A systematic review2
concluded that autobiographical memory impairment
occurs post-ECT. Objective measures were relatively
short term (< 6 months), whereas the subjective
experiences of amnesia were more persistent (> 6
months). Perceived autobiographical memory
impairments were considered a major concern with
ECT. Cognitive dysfunction has been identified in
the acute disorientation phase and in assessments
immediately following ECT.8,9 However, this phase is
usually brief.10,11
The severity, persistence, and extent of memory
impairments due to ECT remain controversial.12
Some of the heterogeneity observed in earlier research
might be attributable to the use of the nonspecific
term memory, 13 as opposed to more specific
categories of memory functions. Results of verbal and
nonverbal measures are often amalgamated, with no
clear distinction of the different stages in the memory
process,7 which precludes the study of specific
iatrogenic effects on the different types of memory.
Contradicting results in previous research of
memory function after ECT may be explained by
many factors. First, various neuropsychological tests
have been applied with the intention to measure
the same function. For instance, one study14 used
the California Verbal Learning Test-Second Edition
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Clinical Points

■■ Patients’ ability to acquire new general knowledge does
■■
■■

not seem to be affected by electroconvulsive therapy
(ECT); however, the severe depressive episode itself seems
to affect these memory functions.
Results indicate a potential side effect of ECT with
reduced autobiographical memory; risk of reduced
autobiographical memory must be evaluated against the
expected symptomatic recovery from depression.
A possible barrier to successful treatment with use of ECT
is clinician and patient misconception of potential side
effects, which may lead to reduced extent of treatment.

(CVLT-II)15 to assess verbal memory, while another16 used
the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test.17 Tests may differ
in sensitivity, design, and function being assessed. Second,
results of the same neuropsychological tests have been
interpreted differently. Wechsler digit span forward18
has been cited as a measure of verbal memory,19 working
memory,20 and executive function.3 Third, previous research
is characterized by divergent populations of patients. The
patients included may have received different kinds of ECT
and subsequently were measured on treatment outcome at
different times elapsed since intervention. Fourth, some
studies do not include a control group or baseline measures,
affecting how results are interpreted.
There is currently a need to rectify the methodological
shortcomings of earlier research on memory functions
post-ECT. The absence of healthy controls, baseline
measures, and long-term follow-up assessments is seen in
some studies. Memory is one of the core domains within
cognitive functioning. In the present study, memory is not
regarded as one unitary construct but is seen as different
specific aspects within the memory domain. Due to earlier
reports2 of autobiographical memory impairment post-ECT,
assessment of this function was included.
Objectives and Research Questions
The main aim of the present study is to examine how
ECT affects objective measures of verbal, visual, and
autobiographical memory functions in patients treated for
a major depressive episode. Patients are compared with
healthy controls undergoing neurocognitive assessments
following the protocol for patients to account for normal
forgetfulness and potential learning effects.
The following 5 questions were addressed:
1. Do patients perform worse on measures of verbal
and visual memory functions at baseline compared
to controls?
2. Will measurements of verbal and visual memory
functions in patients significantly differ from
controls 7–14 days and 6 months posttreatment?
3. Do patients perform worse on verbal and visual
memory tasks 7–14 days post-ECT compared to
baseline?

their verbal and visual memory performance
or perform at the same level as 7–14 days
posttreatment?
5. Will measurements of autobiographical memory
be affected by ECT when comparing patients to
controls?

Hypotheses
On the basis of available research, we expect to find
differences between the groups in all variables at baseline
and 7–14 days and 6 months posttreatment. No significant
decline is predicted for patients in verbal and visual memory
functions 7–14 days posttreatment, considering that the
acute disorientation phase should be stabilized. At 6 months
posttreatment, we foresee patients performing approximately
the same or improving on tasks requiring verbal and visual
memory functions compared to their performance 7–14
days posttreatment. Patients are presumed to show greater
decline in autobiographical memory compared to controls.
METHODS
Participants
The patient group consisted of 40 patients referred to
Haukeland University Hospital, Bergen, Norway, for ECT.
Two patients withdrew consent prior to assessment and are
therefore excluded from the analyses.
Eligibility criteria included patients aged > 18 years
referred to ECT for a moderate or severe depressive
episode. There was no upper age limit for participation.
Patients fulfilled the criteria of 1 of the following ICD-10
diagnoses21: F31.3 (n = 4), F31.4 (n = 3), F32.1 (n = 1),
F32.3 (n = 2), F33.1 (n = 5), F33.2 (n = 21), or F33.3 (n = 2).
The diagnoses were confirmed according to the protocol
of the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview.22
ECT is shown to be efficient for both bipolar and unipolar
depression.23,24 Therefore, both bipolar and unipolar groups
were included. Patients were diagnosed based on a clinical
interview. Additional information was obtained from
hospital records, and the inclusion criterion was a score
> 25 on the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale
(MADRS).25
A trained clinician considered all patients eligible for
treatment on the basis of their capability to give informed
written consent. Exclusion criteria were pregnancy and
receiving ECT in the last year.
The control group consisted of 16 healthy volunteers
(n = 16) of equivalent mean age and sex distribution as the
patients (Table 1). The control group underwent repeated
neuropsychological testing at the same timepoints as the
patients.
ECT Treatment
ECT was administrated as recommended by the
Norwegian Health Department.26 Additional information
about ECT in the current study was previously published.27
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4. At 6 months
posttreatment,
will patients
improve

Memory and ECT

Variable
Age (years)
Male/female
Education (years)
Total IQ (WASI)
MADRSc

Patients (n = 38)
Mean
SD
45.34 14.59
18/20
NA
13.65
3.38
106.03 15.11
32.73
5.90

Controls (n = 16)
Mean
SD
40.60 16.23
6/10
NA
16.31
2.23
119.60
7.18
1.73
2.19

t
NA
0.722
−2.90
−3.28
19.71

P
.714a
.350b
.005b
.002b
.0005b

χ2

1

0.134
NA
NA
NA
NA

aChi-square test for independence.
bIndependent

samples t test.

cMADRS scores are not reported for healthy controls.

Abbreviations: MADRS = Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale, NA = not
applicable, WASI = Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (which constitutes
the raw score of matrix reasoning and vocabulary).

Stimulation and electrode placement. A Thymatron System IV
(Somatics LLC, Lake Bluff, Illinois) provided brief-pulse, squarewave, constant current. Patients underwent treatment with right
unilateral electrode placement. There were 3 sessions per week
until remission or the maximum of 18 sessions was reached or
terminated when no further improvement was anticipated.
Stimulus. The duration of the stimulus pulse was ordinarily set
to 0.5 ms. The initial stimulus energy was calculated based on age.
Energy was calculated as the patient’s age in years × 5 @ stimulus
charge in mC.28
Anesthesia. Anesthesia was given as thiopental or propofol.
Patients were hyperoxygenated with oxygen-enriched air minutes
before and during anesthesia to optimize the induction of seizures.
Seizure adequacy. The adequacy of each seizure was evaluated
by an ECT clinician based on duration, reorientation time, clinical
effect, and d-waves. For seizures evaluated as not effective, the
stimulus parameter was adjusted during the next session.
Design, Procedure, Neurocognitive Assessment,
and Clinical and Cognitive Measures
A pre-post intervention design was conducted from September
2013 to September 2018. Neuropsychological assessments were
conducted within 7 days pretreatment (T1) and, on average, 19
days (range, 1–53 days; median: 16 days) (T2) and 6 months (T3)
posttreatment. Assessments were carried out by a trained test
technician.
Symptom severity was monitored by the MADRS.25 Verbal
memory was assessed with the CVLT-II.15 Three variables were
included as follows: the first repetition of list A measuring verbal
attention span, immediate recall of list A measuring verbal shortterm memory, and delayed recall of list A measuring verbal
long-term memory.
Visual memory was examined with the Rey Osterrich Complex
Figure (REY).29 To assess visual long-term memory, participants
were asked to replicate the complex figure as seen in the initial
learning trial 30 minutes earlier.
Autobiographical memory was measured with the
Autobiographical Memory Interview-Short Form (AMI-SF).30
The AMI-SF requests information about 6 autobiographical
events examined by 30 questions. Unfortunately, a mistake was
made during administration, and the sixth part of the interview
was not administered to 11 of the participants. Therefore, this part
of the interview was excluded for all participants in calculation of

participants’ consistency in answers with baseline
answers. Consistency scores were calculated at T2
and T3 based on the percentage of the participants’
answers that were consistent with their answers
at T1. The sixth part of the interview was not a
source of bias in this variable. Hence, 2 variables
were included: raw scores to assess within-group
variations and consistency scores to examine
between-group differences.
Ethical Considerations
Participants provided informed written consent
before participation. This study was approved by
the Regional Committee for Medical and Health
Research Ethics, REC, South East, ID: 2013/1032
ECT and neurology (Clinicaltrials.gov identifier:
NCT04348825.).

Statistics
All statistical analyses were performed in IBM
SPSS Statistics version 25 (IBM Corp, Armonk, New
York). A mixed between-within subjects analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was conducted for each main
variable as recommended with repeated testing and
multilevel data.31 Post hoc tests were conducted
as 1-way repeated measures ANOVA for withingroup variables and independent sample t tests
for between-group differences. Given the number
of statistical testing, all analyses were Bonferroni
corrected with a significance level of P < .002.
Missing data were substituted with the group mean
score (see Figure 1 for missing data). Effect sizes are
reported as partial eta square (ηp2) and interpreted
as recommended by Cohen.32
RESULTS
Clinical Measures
A 1-way repeated measures ANOVA was
conducted to examine the effect of treatment on
mood. The significant decrease of mean MADRS
scores from T1 to T2 was 17.11 points (P = .0005).
There was no significant difference between T2
and T3 (P = .359). A large effect size was seen
(ηp2 = 0.82).
Cognitive Measures
Mixed between-within ANOVAs. In sum, a
significant interaction effect was found for memory,
time, and group on the CVLT-II, in addition to a
significant main effect for group. Likewise, there
was a significant main effect for group on the REY.
There was a significant main effect for time in
AMI-SF raw scores. Similar results showed a nearly
significant main effect for time in the consistency
scores. Moderate to large effect sizes were found for
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Follow-up
scores from
T2 and T3 are

Table 1. Demographics at Baseline for all Participants
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Figure 1. Flowchart for Patients Included in the Present Study
Included in the study at
baseline: n = 40

Amount of Missing Data
Excluded from
analyses: n = 2; both
withdrew consent prior
to assessments and
treatment

Annotation

No test technician available: n = 5
Limited time from inclusion to
treatment: n = 2
Late inclusion: n = 2

T1 assessment
total: n = 29

CVLT: n = 11
REY: n = 11
AMI-SF: n = 12

Illness severity: n = 1
Refused testing: n = 2

Sleep deprivation: n = 1
T2 assessment
total: n = 33

CVLT: n = 8
REY: n = 8
AMI-SF: n = 13

Withdrew participation: n = 6
Did not meet: n = 1
Withdrew participation at
T2: n = 6

T3 assessment
total: n = 24

CVLT: n = 16
REY: n = 16
AMI-SF: n = 22

Withdrew participation at
T3: n = 2
Pregnancy: n = 1
Did not meet: n = 6
Did not respond when
contacted: n = 1

Abbreviations: AMI-SF=Autobiographical Memory Interview-Short Form, CVLT-II=California Verbal Learning TestSecond Edition, REY=Rey Osterrich Complex Figure.

all significant results. Post hoc testing was conducted on the
basis of these results. Table 2 provides the results.
Years of education and WASI scores were applied as
covariates. Years of education did not affect the group
differences observed in CVLT-II scores (P = .596), REY
scores (P = .656), AMI-SF raw scores (P = .338), or
consistency scores (P = .878). There were no significant
results between groups when controlling for WASI scores in
regard to CVLT-II scores (P = .163), REY scores (P = .458),
AMI-SF raw scores (P = .005), or consistency scores
(P = .006).
Sensitivity analyses were conducted to control for the
variety of days at T2. These analyses were restricted to the
patients assessed within 21 days posttreatment (n = 20);
all other patients were excluded. Results for the CVLT-II
and REY were similar to those of the original analyses. A
significant interaction effect was seen for time, memory,
and group (P = .046), in addition to a significant main effect
for group (P = .001), for the CVLT-II. There was a significant
main effect for group (P = .001) for the REY. Relative to the
AMI-SF variable, sensitivity analyses did not replicate the
main results: neither the effect for time (P = .603) nor the

effect of group (P = .020) remained significant; the latter,
however, approached significance.
Post hoc t tests for between-group differences. CVLT-II.
Significant differences were found between the groups at
T1 (t52 = −3.46, P = .001), T2 (t52 = −5.69, P = .0005), and
T3 (t52 = −7.92, P = .0005) for the first repetition of list A.
Results of immediate recall of list A also showed statistical
differences between the groups at T1 (t52 = −4.25, P = .0005),
T2 (t52 = −3.94, P = .0005), and T3 (t52 = −5.41, P = .0005).
Similar results were found for delayed recall of list A, with
significant differences between the groups at T1 (t52 = −4.30,
P = .0005), T2 (t52 = −3.51, P = .001), and T3 (t52 = −5.25,
P = .0005).
REY. Results showed significant differences between
the groups at T1 (t52 = −3.93, P = .0005), T2 (t52 = −5.98,
P = .0005), and T3 (t52 = −5.65, P = .0005).
AMI-SF consistency scores. There was no significant
between-group difference at T2 (t52 = −1.89, P = .065).
However, results showed a significant difference at T3
(t52 = −3.96, P = .0005). Mean consistency scores were
significantly decreased for patients (70.30%) compared to
controls (82.03%).
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Participation

Memory and ECT

Mean
Variable
df
Square
F
CVLT-II first repetition, immediate and delayed recall
Time
2
13.147
1.981
Memory
2
1.184
0.287
Group
1
768.013 20.646
Memory × time
4
4.385
2.375
Memory × group
2
2.060
0.500
Time × group
2
27.063
4.078
Time × memory × group
4
6.894
3.735
Error
160
1.846
REY delayed recall
Time
2
40.019
2.967
Group
1 1,415.103 16.517
Time × group
2
47.961
3.609
Error
80
13.289
AMI-SF consistency scores
Time
1
415.147 10.222
Group
1
176.532
1.686
Time × group
1
27.109
0.668
Error
40
40.611
AMI-SF raw scores
Time
2
101.438
9.171
Group
1
332.040
8.573
Time × group
2
0.096
0.009
Error
80
11.060

P

ηp2

.145
.751
.0005
.054
.608
.021
.0006

0.047
0.007
0.34
0.056
0.012
0.093
0.085

.057
.0005
.032

0.067
0.292
0.083

.003
.202
.419

0.204
0.040
0.016

.0005
.338
.991

0.187
0.128
0.000

Abbreviations: AMI-SF = Autobiographical Memory Interview-Short Form,
CVLT-II = California Verbal Learning Test-Second Edition, REY = Rey
Osterrich Complex Figure.

In sum, significant between-group differences were
found, with patients performing worse compared to controls
on nearly every variable at every assessment.
Post hoc 1-way ANOVAs for within-group differences.
Patients. Patients displayed stability in results of all CVLT-II
and REY variables (P ≥ .07). However, there was a significant
decrease in AMI-SF raw scores from T1 to T2 (P = .0005)
and T2 to T3 (P = .0005).
Controls. Indications of learning effects were found for
the first repetition of list A of the CVLT-II. A significant
within-group difference was seen from T1 to T2 (P = .002).
Indications of learning effects were identified for the REY,
although results did not reach statistical significance from
T1 to T2 (P = .004). Like patients, controls displayed stability
in performance on CVLT-II immediate and delayed recall
(P ≥ .01). Regarding AMI-SF raw scores, a significant
decrease in scores from T1 to T2 (P = .0005), but not from
T2 to T3, was found (P = .005).
In sum, patients showed stability in performance on the
CVLT-II and REY over time. Results indicated learning
effects for controls in 2 variables. Forgetfulness in AMI-SF
was found for both patients and controls.
DISCUSSION
Memory Functions
Verbal and visual memory functions. As expected,
patients performed significantly worse on all measures
of verbal and visual memory functions at baseline and
7–14 days and 6 months post-ECT compared to healthy
controls. Hence, memory impairments outlasting the

support earlier conclusions that patients may have cognitive
dysfunction despite recovering from the depressive
episode.4,33
Nonetheless, measures of visual and verbal memory
functions were stable for patients at every timepoint. These
results are in accordance with the majority of studies7,9,34
showing stability of cognitive performance post-ECT.
Stabilization or an improvement in these functions was
expected. Previous research shows improvement in verbal8,14
and visual7,35,36 memory functions posttreatment.
Autobiographical memory. Forgetfulness was identified
at every assessment for patients and controls. As anticipated,
patients displayed a larger decrease in consistency than
controls 6 months posttreatment, indicating both an
iatrogenic effect of treatment and an effect of depression.
This finding coincides with research comparing an ECT
group with a group receiving pharmacologic treatment for
depression. In comparison, ECT patients had significantly
reduced autobiographical memory consistency 6 weeks
posttreatment.37 However, no difference was found in
autobiographical memory consistency when comparing
patients receiving ECT with patients receiving pharmacologic
treatment at 6 months posttreatment.38
AMI-SF, as used in the above-mentioned studies, is
strongly criticized.39 Patients could potentially provide
answers at T2 and T3 that are correct but regarded as incorrect
if not in line with the baseline answer acquired during the
period of severe depressive symptoms. As noted by others,2
patients could consistently report incorrect information,
resulting in a difficulty obtaining an exact measure of their
experiences and memories.A larger number of items target
older memories, although ECT-induced amnesia is known
to be densest for recent memories.13 Overlearned and often
repeated facts are targeted but regarded as unlikely to be
affected by ECT.13 The ethical attributes of AMI-SF should
be addressed. The events examined are personal and require
details of events that severely depressed patients may not
engage in.

Limitations
Some limitations should be considered when interpreting
these results. The dataset included, unfortunately, a
substantial amount of missing data. This issue was corrected
in the statistical analysis by substituting the missing variables
with the group mean.
We cannot dismiss the possibility that the significant
between-group difference in WASI scores may have
influenced the results on AMI-SF scores. Results were
nearly significant for these variables when applying WASI
as covariate.
There were indications of learning effects interfering with
the results of the first repetition for list A in CVLT-II and
REY. Patients did not display as large or significant learning
effects as controls.
Since no subjective reports of memory functions were
included, it cannot be guaranteed that the neuropsychological
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specific depressive
episode
revealed.
These results

Table 2. Results of the Mixed Between-Within Subjects
Analysis of Variances for the CVLT-II, REY, and AMI-SF

Blomberg et al

Clinical Implications
Informing patients about potential adverse effects of ECT
is as important as conveying the clinical effect.13 The present
results reveal an antidepressant effect of ECT maintained
6 months posttreatment. On the basis of our results,
patients can be informed that everyday memory functions
are presumed to be unaffected by treatment. The ability to
acquire new information and knowledge is not reduced.
Conversely, previously acquired personal memories may
be affected negatively by treatment. The extent of these
retrograde memory impairments remains uncertain. The
risk of this iatrogenic effect must be considered in relation
to the potential positive effects of treatment. Reduced
autobiographical memory might be the price severely
depressed patients have to pay for symptom reduction
and, conceivably, a functional recovery and increased
quality of life. An earlier literature review40 estimated that
approximately 60% of patients would undergo ECT again.
However, research41 implies that most patients (86%)
would undergo ECT again despite 60% of the same patients
reporting cognitive impairment posttreatment. Furthermore,
it is possible that, as previous evidence has suggested,42 these
autobiographical memory issues actually affect only some
(and not all) individuals. This interpretation is supported
by the decreased significance in the results observed on the
AMI-SF variable following the sensitivity analyses: if only a
few patients present autobiographical amnesia, then their
reduced performance would dissolve in the group mean.
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